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We welcome parents to our latest newsletter, sharing updates about the site and the activities 
and learning that have unfolded over the year. With our land and craft-based curriculum we 
welcome the lighter days and the gradual warming of temperature. The snow drops are fully 
out and the daffodils are bravely emerging from the ground. 
 
Spring 2023 – Pushing Through  
As we are met by the sight of snowdrops pushing through 
the frozen ground, here at Sunfield, we are reminded of 
the way our young people ‘push through’ life on a daily 
basis.  
 
Be it the health, physical or learning challenges our young 
people face, their resilience and determination cannot fail 
to spark admiration in anyone who witnesses it. Just like 
these snowdrops, the children thrive in situations that can, 
at times, appear impossible.  
 
The start of the spring term has seen many of our young 
people embarking on new challenges in craft and land, some focusing on their qualification 
pathways and other embarking on the start of our Being, Exploring Contributing curriculum, by 
simply experiencing the raw materials.  
 
 
Experiencing cattle at Sunfield and a new arrival 
Schools in the UK which have animals are in the minority, far fewer have a farm; we are really 
lucky at Sunfield to have access to both land and livestock. Although our older students can do 
qualifications in animal care, the most important thing for their journey is to meet and 
experience animals. For many of our learners, to approach and experience farm animals is a 
huge step in itself, in developing empathy for another sentient being. They may then help in 
small care tasks, for example feeding or filling water buckets. Eventually it may move to 
learning the feed routine, and to helping in the wider context of farm tasks; contributing to 
moving animals between fields or cutting willow branches to feed.  
 
We have purposely avoided having small petting animals. These are often rabbits or guinea pigs 
both of which are small prey species, inherently nervous in their constitution. It’s a common 
misconception these animals like to be handled, in reality, most are afraid, having survived the 
millennia because of their ability to flee and hide. Therefore, meeting a fearful animal is 
generally not a particularly therapeutic experience for our young people.  
 
At Sunfield, our young people meet larger animals which are at ease, are safe in their herd or 
flock and in their environment. Over time, the young people are exposed to the seasonal 
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choreography of the farm; the arrival of a new ram or billy in the Autumn, winter feeding, new 
birth in the Spring, grazing and hay making through the summer months. These experiences 
year upon year build a cyclical picture of the grazing animals’ relationship to the life of the 
Earth and its annual increase and decrease from the Sun’s yearly passage. This is not an 
intellectual lesson on the Sun and the seasons, but a lived experience.  Our cultural program 
of festivals also help to demarcate these transitions of new life to abundance to decrease and 
dormancy in the Earth. 
 
The most important experience for our young people with the animals, is direct contact. To get 
up close to the animals and to safely watch, to help feed or to possibly engage with them are 
important encounters. Each species of farm animal is its own character and engages in its own 
way. Sheep are usually flighty, gentle and tentatively interested. Goats are more highly 
inquisitive, mischievous and in varying degrees friendly. Cattle are calm, steady and inward. 
Each animal type asks for a different way of being around them and can help to build flexibility 
and empathy in interaction. 
Until recently, our young people have only been 
able to feed or watch our cattle. Although they are 
very tame cattle, their size meant that being in 
close proximity, particularly in the barn, wasn’t 
appropriate. Some of the young people are 
particularly drawn to the cattle and this always felt 
like a missed opportunity, for more ‘cow contact’. 
Rather fortuitously, I was recently contacted by a 
school in Banbury who have a farm and were trying 
to rehome a very small friendly Dexter steer 
(castrated male). Dexter’s are the smallest breed 
in the British Isles, native to Ireland and known for 
their hardiness.  
 
So, our little Dexter steer arrived last week to much 
excitement. He was a bit shocked, removed from his 
herd and having spent an hour and a half in a trailer for the first time. Due to his small stature 
and unfamiliarity with our cattle he is currently living with the sheep and is gradually settling. 
We are handling him a lot, he’s very friendly and he gets many visitors every day. Our intention 
is that he will get to the stage where he can be haltered and led and brushed down by our 
young people.  
 
Cattle’s great ‘skill’ is to digest and convert rough plant material into milk and meat. This takes 
an enormously powerful digestive system - this whole area of the cow radiates with metabolic 
warmth through this digestive activity. When in close contact this sense of metabolic warmth 
is calming and steadying to be with. Our hope is that some of our young people can experience 
this through regular contact with the little steer alongside learning about caring for another 
being.  
 
Ed Berger, Sunfield Land Manager 
 
Homemaking Seminar at Sunfield 
Last September we launched our three-day Homemaking Seminar for our residential colleagues 
in Upper Grove, our bespoke training provision on the site. So far, 31 residential staff have 

Our new currently nameless Dexter steer  
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participated in the experience. The Seminar is open to all colleagues, especially those working 
in our Children’s home. The experience is an immersive experience which aims to deepen our 
staff’s knowledge of the vision and method of Ruskin Mill Trust with particular reference to our 
seven Care Qualities: 
 
• Rhythm 
• Warmth 
• Nourishment 
• Trust 
• Constancy  
• Culture 
• Recreation 
 
In the course we explore the qualities needed to create a safe, warm and healthy home. Staff 
participate in craft activities which they can then bring back to the homes and create activities 
with our children and young people. Healthy eating is a large component of the seminar and 
the course participants explore the importance of mealtimes, including the use of organic and 
biodynamic produce. Staff will also participate in interactive seminars which include singing 
and exploring the seasonal year. We place a special value on this seminar in order to ensure 
that our children and young people enjoy the highest possible standard of care when they are 
at Sunfield. 
 

 
 
The photo above is our latest cohort to have completed the seminar! 
 
Richard Tucker, Sunfield Head of Therapeutic Care 
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There is much work to be done in the potting shed and the boys in Stiperstones class have been 
working hard to get everything ready for the coming weeks, when we expect our walled garden 
to once again show the usual array of crops. In the meantime, the class has been contributing 
by potting bulbs and replenishing the compost. 
 
In order to support all the crops and flowers we hope to see soon, some classes are helping to 
create healthy, inviting environments for pollinators and decomposers, who, as with most 
ecosystems, are a keystone for our biodynamic site.   
 
The girls in Long Mynd class have been making bug hotels to encourage decomposers to take up 
residence, as part of their maths lessons. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student and Tim (land team) 
planting seeds in the potting 
shed, ready to be transferred 
to the greenhouse.  

Student helping with the compost in a rather 
frozen walled garden. In a few weeks this will 
be a riot of colour and crops.  

Student showing her skills with a drill, 
having applied the clamp and marked out 
the hole by measuring. Then deciding how 
many screws to use to make the bug hotel 
strong enough to withstand the odd knock 
here and there! 
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There is a rumour that we may also be acquiring some new residents to help with pollinating or 
plants and filling some jars for the shop shelves… look out for more information in our next 
newsletter! 
 
As we can see, the theme of ‘pushing through’ can be found all around Sunfield, from our 
snowdrops, to our young people and staff braving the cold and breaking down barriers to 
learning. We are looking forward to seeing the fruits of our labour in just a few, short weeks 
and we will be sharing these with you in our newsletters, our shop and school reports.  
Wishing you all a productive and hopeful spring  
season!  
 
Jessica Lesniak, Sunfield Headteacher 

 
Update from Psychology & Therapy  
The Psychology and Therapy Department at Sunfield has now said goodbye 
to two wonderful members of our team, Laura Williams (Speech and 
Language Therapist - SaLT), and Christina Cooper (Music Therapist). 
Myself and the team are taking this opportunity to thank them both for 
their extraordinary work at Sunfield, and for being two outstanding 
professionals who always kept the students’ needs at the front of 
everything we do.  
 
 

At Sunfield we are continuously trying to shift from a more individual-focused pedagogy to an 
orientation towards interaction and relations; this is one of the reasons why our SaLT 
department is so important.  When I say interaction and relations, I mean beyond person-to-
person connection, beyond the immediacy of our surroundings, I mean students interacting and 
relating to everything that is outside themselves, and be an active part of everything that 
Sunfield is; this is such an important task, especially in the field of Autism. Helping students to 
understand their place within themselves, and in the world is part of what our Speech and 
Language therapists are very actively involved. 
 

Laura Williams, was with us for almost 3 years, and during her time at 
Sunfield she helped and supported all our students and staff. She was a 
great addition to the team, and understood how important is for us all to 
work together, bringing SaLT to wherever the student was at the time 
(farm, classroom, craft workshop), integrating her communication sessions 
within all aspects of Sunfield that promotes child development.  
 
 
Christina Cooper (Chris) worked at Sunfield for over 20 years. She is an 
experienced Nordoff Robbins trained music therapist. In her sessions she 

has used improvised music to nurture shared communication via interactions between the 
players. She has been part of the life in Sunfield participating also in planning and delivering 
our Assemblies and Festivals, and working with the wider network, such as teachers, tutors and 
other therapists. She firmly believed that with our students, and through music, language can 
be stimulated but the meaning may also be shared without words. She taught us that as an 
emotional expression, music can also release feelings and memories, and provide opportunity 
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to safely explore and process our emotional life, thus contributing to the integration of the 
human being. 
 
From at Sunfield, we wish you both all the best in your new chapter.  
 
We have successfully recruited a new SaLT and SaLT assistant and will be shortly welcoming 
our new team members to Sunfield. We are currently recruiting for a new music therapist and 
will update all when we have been successful. 
 
Maria J Peris, Sunfield Head of Psychology and Therapies  
 
 
 
 


